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Click “Databases” in Quick Links column
Database List

Click “D” to find the link to Duxiu Academic Search
Or open the URL directly  http://www.duxiu.com

**D**

- **DART-Europe E-theses Portal**
  DART-Europe E-theses Portal provides access to 573,480 open access research theses from 573 Universities in 28 European countries.

- **Database of International Science Citation (NSTL)**
  DISIC integrates NSTL Foreign Bibliographic Database (including more than 17,000 kinds of foreign journals) and the citation data from the fields of science, engineering, agricultural and medical disciplines of over 3,000 outstanding foreign journals, and reveals and calculates the correlation and its strength between the literatures.

- **DataStream**
  DataStream is the world’s largest and most respected historical financial numerical database. This database can be only accessed in the IBSS’s financial lab (B4509, only for IBSS’s staff and students) and Room 543, library, central building (open for walk-in access).

- **Digital Commons Network**
  The Digital Commons Network provides free access to full-text scholarly articles and other research from hundreds of universities and colleges worldwide. Curated by university librarians and their supporting institutions, this dynamic research tool includes peer-reviewed journal articles, book chapters, dissertations, working papers, conference proceedings, and other original scholarly work.

- **Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)**
  The Directory of Open Access Journals aims to be comprehensive and cover all open access scientific and scholarly journals that use a quality control system to guarantee the content.

- **DRCnet Database for Education**
  DRCnet Database for Education is a specialized version of DRCnet database for subscribers from colleges and universities, which collects and integrates overseas and domestic dynamics and findings of researches on economy, finance, industries and education.

**DUXIU Academic Search**

DUXIU supports searching on books, journals, newspapers, conference papers and dissertations in all subjects. The system will deliver the text to users’ mailbox by their completed request form.
Duxiu Search Panel

- Select “Journals” and “Names”
- Enter the name of the journal
- Click “Foreign search”
Duxiu Search Result

Click “邮箱接收全文” if this is the only available link. There are some items show links from other databases which provides access to full text.
“邮箱接收全文” means receiving the full text via email.

Enter the email address and captcha, then submit.
• The PDF full text will be sent to the email box within 1 working day
• Check your emails
Full Text Delivered via Email

- The PDF full text could be sent to the email box within 1 working day
- Check your emails
Further Queries

- In some cases, the articles may not be found as notified in the emails.
- Please submit your request through Interlibrary Loan. Learn more via [http://libguides.lib.xjtlu.edu.cn/c.php?g=159465&p=1043970](http://libguides.lib.xjtlu.edu.cn/c.php?g=159465&p=1043970)
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